Nonfiction Books To Stretch the Imagination

- Arty Facts: Structures, Materials and Art Activities, by Barbara Taylor & Jan Smith
- Draw. Alien Fantasies, and Draw! Medieval Fantasies, by Damon J. Reinagle
- Drawing Fantasy Monsters, by Janos Jantner
- Fantasy Art, by Mark Bergin
- First Art for Toddlers and Twos: Open-Ended Art Experiences, by MaryAnn F. Kohl
- Imagine That!: Activities and Adventures In Surrealism, by Joyce Raimondo
- Let’s Pretend: 50 Start-to-Finish Preschooler Programs for the Busy Librarian That Foster Imagination, by Rebecca C. Bane
- Mudworks: Creative Clay, Dough, and Modeling Experiences, by MaryAnn F. Kohl (also available in bilingual edition)

From your local library and the Idaho Commission for Libraries' Read to Me program